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Abstract. A dye ring laser is stabilized to a D2a Doppler-free feature of
sodium vapor using a LabVIEW®-based, phase-sensitive servo. Locking
precision and stability, at better than ±1 MHz, are suitable for Na lidar
applications. This performance was achieved with improved digital filter-
ing and new approaches to the problem. The inverse �type II� Chebyshev
discrete filter employed demonstrates superior filtering and computa-
tional efficiency plus improved flexibility. New approaches include the
determination of optimum modulation frequency, laser-tuning sensitivity,
and bandwidth requirements via spectral analyses of the noise spec-
trum, derivative scan, and modulated spectrum. This practice guides a
user in selecting the system operation parameters and negotiating the
trade-offs involved when expanding the filter’s passband. Allan deviation
plots provide a quantitative description of the short- and long-term fre-
quency excursions. A comparison of Allan deviation plots before and
after locking shows a substantial improvement in stability throughout
time scales from 0.10 to 10 s. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3251080�
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Introduction

odium resonance fluorescence Doppler lidars, the current
golden standard” of fluorescence lidars, have been instru-
ental to advancing knowledge of thermal, dynamical, and

hemical structures of the mesosphere and lower
hermosphere.1,2 Narrowband Na Doppler lidars rely on a
ontinuous wave �CW� laser to seed desired spectral prop-
rties on transmitted pulses, such as a specific center fre-
uency and narrow linewidth. Both dye ring lasers1,2 and
ptically mixed neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum gar-
et �Nd:YAG� lasers3 are in usage today to fulfill this pur-
ose. These lasers are locked to a D2a Doppler-free feature
f Na vapor2,4,5 to provide a predictable and stable fre-
uency standard for the lidar system, enabling precision
ind and temperature measurements. Long-term accuracy,
recision, and stability of within 1 MHz are demanded in
he seed laser frequency. A software-based direct-intensity
omparison technique has been applied to lock dye ring
asers in Na lidar.1,2 A drawback to this method is the sus-
eptibility to background light and laser-intensity fluctua-
ions, resulting in low locking precision and stability. Sys-
ems have been demonstrated that lock CW lasers more
eliably to an absorption feature using wavelength
odulation6 in conjunction with digital processing

echniques.7,8 Our previous work,9 a phase-sensitive servo
oop emulated in National Instruments LabVIEW®, suc-
essfully demonstrated a system of diode laser stabilization

091-3286/2009/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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with wavelength modulation and digital processing. How-
ever, the dye jet and long cavity used in dye ring lasers are
more susceptible to acoustic and mechanical vibrations
than diode lasers, resulting in substantial noise throughout
the available tuning bandwidth. Therefore, dye ring lasers
present a unique challenge to these locking systems. The
Colorado State University lidar group was able to achieve
an absolute stability of a few megahertz by using a setup
that modulates the high-speed correction element, overrid-
ing the control box’s own locking circuitry.10 This method
involves additional hardware, such as a dedicated lock-in
amplifier, and detailed knowledge of the laser’s control
electronics.

We have addressed these issues by introducing several
advancements to the system presented in our previous
work.9 A unique filtering architecture—borrowed from
telecommunications11—and a proportional-integral-
derivative �PID� servo loop enable this simple system to
achieve better than �1 MHz of precision and stability in
1-h trials by working alongside the laser’s existing locking
electronics. In addition, we present systematic approaches
to the problem, such as determining the required servo
bandwidth and setting an optimal modulation rate and laser
tuning sensitivity. The laser locking system was developed
and tested on a Coherent 899-21 dye ring laser system
tuned to the Na absorption at 589 nm, but the system and
approaches can be applied to any laser and spectroscopic
system. In the following, we introduce the methodology
and then present performance results. Conclusions and pro-
posed future improvements are also provided.
October 2009/Vol. 48�10�1
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Methods
he laser and control systems are illustrated in Fig. 1. Our
aturation-absorption spectroscopy setup is similar to those
sed in Refs. 5 and 9, but with some modifications. An
xtra beamsplitter �with a transmission/reflection ratio of
0 /10%� allows pump and probe beams to overlap com-
letely, reducing the necessary pump laser power. Doppler-
ree features in this setup experience less power broaden-
ng, providing more distinct Doppler-free saturation-
bsorption features and the best absolute frequency
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ig. 1 Dye ring laser control, spectroscopic, and locking feedback
ystem showing overlapping, counterpropagating pump, and probe
eams for Doppler-free spectroscopy; filters 1–4 are the inverse
hebyshev low-pass, 30-Hz notch, 60-Hz notch, and 960-Hz sec-
nd harmonic notch filters, respectively. In the Coherent 899-21 dye
ing laser subdiagram �taken from Refs. 12 and 13�, OC: output
oupler of the laser cavity, BP: Brewster plate supplying slow locking
orrections, BRF: Birefringence filter, ICA: Intracavity assembly con-
isting of thin and thick etalons, CR: Compensation rhomb, DJ: Dye

et, OD: Optical diode, M3: PZT-driven mirror of the laser cavity
upplying fast locking corrections, M1 and M5: two other mirrors of
he laser cavity. On the LabVIEW PC subdiagram, multiplication and
lters 1–4 �low pass� accomplish lock-in amplification. Blue arrows

ndicate signal connections. Our A/D-D/A converter is a National In-
truments PCI-6281 with 18-bit input resolution. �Color online only.�
ptical Engineering 104301-
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discrimination possible �Fig. 2�. Our laser, a Coherent
899-21 dye ring �shown in the top portion of Fig. 1�, pos-
sesses a piezoelectric transducer �PZT� element and a
Brewster plate that together adjust the optical length of the
cavity. This combination provides both high- and low-
speed corrections to the output laser frequency with the
normalized transmission of a reference cavity providing
frequency discrimination.12,13 Because the Coherent 899-21
dye ring laser’s internal correction elements derive their
discriminant signals from this cavity, which has no absolute
frequency reference, the dye ring laser exhibits poor long-
term frequency stability. On smaller time scales of �1 s,
however, a stability of �1 MHz can be expected �Fig. 3�.
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Fig. 2 �a� Recorded Doppler-free spectrum at the Na D2a absorp-
tion line and �b� the derivative signal obtained from wavelength
modulation.
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Fig. 3 Time series of wavelength meter-recorded frequency excur-
sions from the mean showing the free-running stability of the dye
ring laser; the laser control box was set to “lock” �internal servos
engaged�.
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ur system complements the laser’s existing servos by ef-
ectively locking the reference cavity to a Na vapor
oppler-free absorption line and allowing the laser to fol-

ow. For this locking, a Brewster galvo inside the reference
avity is modulated via the “Ext. Scan” input by a
abVIEW-generated modulation signal. Because the refer-
nce cavity is mostly disturbed by slow processes, such as
mbient temperature and pressure fluctuations, only drift
orrections are required. As a result, only a low modulation
requency is required, which mechanical tuning elements
an handle. Note that the external feedback system is simi-
ar to that in Ref. 9, with the photodiode-detected transmis-
ion signal multiplied in a point-by-point fashion by the
eference modulation, then low-pass filtered to derive an
rror signal for the PID servo.

A detailed treatment of wavelength-modulation spectros-
opy and lock-in amplification used in our servo system is
rovided in our previous work.9 Here, we briefly outline the
asic concepts and the internal control of the dye ring laser
o make the method presentation clear. On the side of a Na
bsorption feature, a small oscillation of laser frequency
ill produce a cell transmission that oscillates at the same

requency, a so-called 1-f signal. On the opposite side of
he absorption feature, this 1-f signal is the same frequency
ut 180 deg out of phase. Taylor expansion would reveal
igher-order components, but these components are consid-
red noise in this study. At the very peak of the absorption
eature, the cell transmission produces an apparent dou-
ling of the oscillation, a “2-f” response and the 1-f signal
isappears. We extract the amplitude of the 1-f by mixing it
ith the original reference modulation, resulting in a dc

erm proportional to the 1-f signal’s amplitude and noise
hifted to higher frequencies. A low-pass filter isolates the
c term, removing most 1 / f noise and harmonics, but also
ecessarily limiting the servo bandwidth because the filter’s
assband is finite. Locking-in to the 1-f signal therefore
roduces an error signal that is positive on one side of the
bsorption, negative on the other, and zero at the very peak
f the absorption.9 The PID block computes an appropriate
orrection voltage from the error signal by summing the
agnitude, time integral, and time derivative of the error

ignal with appropriate gains applied to each component.
orrection voltages are passed to the galvo drive, in turn
hanging the reference cavity length and its peak transmis-
ion frequency. The laser frequency is then forced by its
wn servo loop �Fig. 1� to follow the reference cavity. This
ervo loop uses an internal error signal derived from fringe-
ide detection of the reference cavity. Part of the internal
rror signal is applied to the cavity’s PZT-driven mirror
M3 in Fig. 1� to correct for fast cavity length variations.
he other part is used to drive the rotating Brewster plate to
ompensate for slower cavity length changes. By locking
he reference cavity and allowing the laser to follow, the
aser’s center frequency is kept to the Na Doppler-free
eak.

.1 Determination of Servo Loop Bandwidth
Requirement

he central frequency of any given laser system will ex-
ibit a drift rate that depends on the observational time
cale. In order for this locking system to be effective, its
esponse bandwidth must be greater than the drift band-
ptical Engineering 104301-
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width. However, increasing the response bandwidth entails
widening the low-pass filter’s passband, which could per-
mit significant noise. It is instructive to place an upper
bound on the drift bandwidth so as to limit the passband as
much as possible. A technique we employed to estimate the
drift bandwidth is described below.

A 1-f return signal results from adding a modulation to
the side of an absorption, the amplitude of which depends
on the local derivative of the absorption about the oscilla-
tion’s center. If the oscillation center is perturbed by ran-
dom disturbances, then the 1-f amplitude will change cor-
respondingly and produce an apparent broadening of the
1-f modulation spectrum as shown in Fig. 4�a�. We oscil-
late the laser where the local second derivative is maxi-
mized and sample the photodiode-detected vapor cell trans-
mission at a high rate, then compute a power spectrum.
Here, we attempt to rigorously show that the power spectral
density of the 1-f return signal provides information about
the laser’s drift bandwidth. We start by approximating the
spectral shape of transmitted intensity IT��� about the cen-
ter of oscillation by series expansion. This is valid as long
as the depth of modulation is much smaller than the width
of the spectral feature in question. Defining �0 as the la-
ser’s central frequency, � �t� as the time-dependent ran-
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Fig. 4 Autocorrelated Fourier spectrum for the modulation spectral
profile showing the �a� degree of spectral broadening and �b� noise
spectral profile centered about the 480-Hz modulation frequency.
Note the 60-Hz harmonics and noise components about 450 Hz �a�.
Also note the extensive noise throughout and the 60-Hz harmonics
�b�. These results may not be universal, but may serve as an
example.
D
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om disturbance to �0, �� as the modulation amplitude,
nd � as the modulation frequency, we get Eq. �1�, where
rime denotes derivation with respect to �

= �0 + �D�t� + �� sin��t� ,
�1�

T��0 + �D�t� + �� sin��t��

� IT��0 + �D�t�� + IT���0 + �D�t���� sin��t� .

Because the random disturbances are very small com-
ared to the width of the Na absorption spectral feature, we
ay further linearize the series expansion about �0 as in

T��0 + �D�t� + �� sin��t��

� IT��0 + �D�t�� + �IT���0� + IT���0��D�t���� sin��t� .

�2�

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. �2� is a linear
unction of disturbance �D�t� at zero frequency, and the
econd term is another linear function of that disturbance
ut shifted in Fourier space by the � modulation. The zero-
requency region is dominated by 1 / f noise; thus, we dis-
egard its contribution to the complete Fourier transform.
his assumption is valid because it is known a priori that

he spectral distribution of �D is much smaller than �,
aking these two terms easily distinguishable spectrally.
he region about � has a relatively small and flat spectral
oise profile. Invoking the convolution theorem and replac-
ng functions of �0 and their derivatives with constants, we
rite the time domain return signal in frequency domain as

n Eq. �3� using FT to denote Fourier transform. Constants
and � denote the first and second derivatives, respec-

ively, of IT��0� with respect to �

T��� + � · �D�t��sin��t��

= FT�� + � · �D�t�� � FT�sin��t��

= FT��� � FT�sin��t�� + FT�� · �D�t�� � FT�sin��t�� .

�3�

The constant offset � will not affect the degree of spec-
ral broadening, nor will the scaling factor �. Therefore, we
gnore the first term in Eq. �3� and group the scaling factor
n the second to produce Eq. �4�, introducing �� as the
ourier-space frequency variable and A��� as the random
isturbance spectrum.

T�IT��0 + �D�t� + �� sin��t���

� FT��D�t�� � FT�sin��t��

= A���� � ���� − �� = A��� − �� . �4�

The final result is the spectrum of random disturbances
bout the modulation center, causing a broadening effect as
hown in Fig. 4�a�. The modulation’s pedestal is symmetric
bout the center of modulation and extends from the center
o where it becomes indistinguishable from background
oise; this definition of full broadening gives an estimate of
0–80 Hz, the drift bandwidth being one-half this amount.
ote that we have ignored certain frequency disturbances,

uch as laser line-shape width and technical noise. These
ptical Engineering 104301-
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sources of uncertainty are grouped into background noise,
because our sampling rates were well below their Nyquist
criterion. In summary, we now have an estimate for the
required low-pass filter’s passband width.

2.2 Optimal Modulation Rate and Filtering
Considerations

Lock-in detection works by shifting a signal in frequency
from a region of high spectral noise to a region of low
spectral noise, as explained previously. Typically, a user
would accomplish this by modulating the signal as fast as
possible. The dye ring laser tuning element, however, is
limited to the sub-800-Hz range, and there is substantial
noise throughout this range �Fig. 4�b�� with most noise con-
centrated at 60-Hz harmonics. A modulation rate of 480 Hz
was chosen because the surrounding region is relatively
clean and it is also the only reachable frequency where
there are no 60-Hz harmonics. The 480-Hz region is
flanked on either side by the 540 and 420-Hz noise har-
monics, and there exists a set of noise components at
450 Hz. After heterodyning these noise terms with the
480-Hz modulation, the sum frequencies can be ignored
because they will be far beyond the passband and the dif-
ference terms become 60 Hz for both adjacent harmonics.
The noise terms previously at 450 Hz become 30 Hz. As a
result, three neighboring noise sources can be efficiently
removed with just two low-Q notch filters at 60 and 30 Hz,
reducing both the group delay and computational demand
of the filter cluster. By selectively removing these noise
sources, the filter passband criterion derived in Sec. 2.1 is
now satisfied.

In our previous system,9 an elliptic filter was employed
because it possessed a null in the stopband that could be
positioned over the first harmonic in the heterodyned sig-
nal. A disadvantage was the inherent loss of signal due to
passband ripple and the difficulty of positioning stopband
nulls over additional harmonics. Also, the filter parameters
could not be adjusted to accommodate wider or narrower
passbands without affecting stopband null positions, thus
making the filter highly inflexible. Another possibility was
the boxcar average8 which effectively removes all harmon-
ics, but this architecture again lacks an adjustable passband.
An inverse Chebyshev filter was implemented instead.11

The sixth-order variant possesses a sharp roll-off as a con-
sequence of its three stopband nulls, the first and third of
which can be positioned independently over the first and
third harmonics �Fig. 5� by adjusting the cutoff and sam-

� ���� ���� ���� ���� 	�� 	��� 	��� 	���

��


�	�

������� �����

�
�
�
�
��
�
�

��
�
�

�� �! "#$�!# ��%�� &���

Fig. 5 An inverse Chebyshev filter with 95-dB stopband attenuation
and 120-Hz passband implemented in the phase sensitive servo
loop; note the stopband nulls at 1-f �480-Hz� and 3-f �1440-Hz�
harmonics; cutoff and sampling frequencies are 465 and 5750 Hz,
respectively.
October 2009/Vol. 48�10�4
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ling frequencies. A notch filter removes the second har-
onic. Additionally, the stopband attenuation can be ad-

usted freely to widen or narrow the passband without
ignificantly affecting the positions of the stopband nulls.
ight control of the passband is critical to our application
ince significant noise exists throughout the range of tuning
requencies.

.3 Laser Control Settings
he Coherent 899-21 laser control box has a setting for
Scan Width,” which controls the available range of fre-
uencies that users can scan when applying a �5-V ramp
oltage to the “Ext. Scan” input. The scan width can be set
etween 10 MHz and 29.99 GHz, 10 MHz being the set-
ing that makes the laser least sensitive to detuning. In
mith et al.,9 we found that reducing the sensitivity of the
xternal cavity diode laser by removing the 10� gain at the
ZT tuning input created the best locking conditions. With

ower sensitivity the laser is less susceptible to uninten-
ional detuning from line noise. Several tests were run on
he dye ring laser control box to see which scan-width set-
ing provided the best signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� in the
erivative scan plotted in Fig. 2�b�, defined as the ratio of
he peak value to the background standard deviation. Close
nalysis showed an optimal SNR at a scan width of 5 GHz
ith a steep degradation in SNR below 5 GHz �Fig. 6�,

ikely a result of noise introduced by regulation from con-
rol box electronics. Findings may vary between laser sys-
ems. We choose 5 GHz as our scan-width setting.

Results
ll trials were recorded on a HighFinesse WSU-2 wave-

ength meter with 1-ms exposure time. This wavelength
eter combines six Fizeau interferometers and fringe

ounting algorithms to achieve precision of 	1 MHz. The
SB transfer rate from wavemeter to PC was �40 Hz. A

tability of within �1 MHz was achieved in hour-long tri-
ls recorded on the wavelength meter �Fig. 7�. Allan vari-
nce is another measure of stability,14 one that is recom-
ended by the IEEE for frequency standards, especially
ith regard to the long-term walk-off issue.15 Allan devia-
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ig. 6 A plot of the discriminant SNR versus scan width; modulation
mplitude and scanning ramp voltages were scaled to compensate
or the changing scan width in order to isolate the dye-ring-laser
ontrol box as a source of noise.
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tion plots were computed using a provided MATLAB script16

to measure the stability across multiple time scales. A sub-
stantial improvement was observed across all available
time scales, from 0.10 to 10 s �Fig. 8�. The small devia-
tions at large timescales imply that drift is completely re-
moved. An illustration of the frequency drift reflected by
the Allan deviation is provided in Figure 9.

With the wavelength meter’s 1-ms averaging time, dis-
turbance introduced by the 480-Hz reference modulation
may not be represented accurately. We use a 2-f analysis
technique introduced in Ref. 9 to determine the amplitude
of disturbances resulting from the induced modulation �Fig.
10�. A model of the absorption line shape is constructed
based on physical considerations, and the apparent dou-
bling of the modulation �1-f� about the peak is modeled
and compared to experimental data. Analysis of the
photodiode-detected transmission on an oscilloscope re-
vealed a 2-f peak-to-peak amplitude of 	1 mV, implying a
1-f modulation amplitude of 	1 MHz �Fig. 10�. The line
shape used would be broader than the actual line shape
because it is an average over several scans; therefore, it
should only be considered as placing an upper bound on the
modulation amplitude.
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Conclusions
e have demonstrated a simple wavelength-modulation-

ased locking system capable of reliably and conveniently
ocking dye ring lasers with both long and short-term sta-
ility of well within 1 MHz, suitable for Na Doppler lidar
pplications. These results are achieved via a systematic
pproach to the problem and an improved digital filtering
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ptical Engineering 104301-
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technique. We apply a noise spectral analysis to determine
an optimum modulation frequency that is suitable for me-
chanical tuning elements and produces the least posthomo-
dyned noise. Analysis of the derivative scan helps us to
determine the best laser-tuning sensitivity �i.e., scan width
in the case of the dye ring laser� that results in the highest
SNR in the discriminant signal. A modulation spectrum
technique is employed to determine the drift rate of the
laser central frequency from the apparent broadening, thus
placing a quantitative requirement on the passband of the
filters used in the phase-sensitive detection. An inverse
Chebyshev filter is an efficient design that, properly config-
ured, can accomplish both the low-pass filtering and notch-
ing out of harmonics. This filter also possesses a highly
adjustable passband for comprise between filter delay and
discriminant SNR. Allan variance shows substantial im-
provement of the laser stability in time scales from
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O

.10 to 10 s. Further wavelength meter measurements and
he 2-f analysis prove the laser locking precision and sta-
ility to be within �1 MHz. Our procedure demonstrated
bove is general; however, the specifics are examples and
ay not be universal for all systems. The spectral proper-

ies of environmental noise may vary. Analysis should be
erformed on an individual basis to determine optimal
odulation frequency, required passband width, etc. A fu-

ure improvement is to determine a systematic way of pick-
ng the PID gains, which has the potential to enhance per-
ormance substantially. A transfer function characterizing
he tuning element would be required, which is the largest
bstacle to creating a simulation of the feedback.
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